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Prototype Description
For this milestone each team member worked on basic components of the game
separately and afterwards merged working components together to provide a
foundation for our game. Currently, a basic version of our game map has been
created. The player is able to move around the map and interact with other entities
by channeling and attacking where appropriate. Additionally, work on our fog of war
has started, though it does not yet hide object movements that a player should not
be able to see. The components have been made to work on mobile with a mobile
friendly user interface, with the additional functionality of also working on PC to make
debugging and testing faster and more agile. Finally, the multiplayer framework is in
place, and supports 4 players in a single lobby, though there is no matchmaking
functionality or similar. Player movement and interaction is synchronized. These
components represent the foundation on which we will build our mechanics and
further features, though there is some work left to be done

Map
We used Unitys own Terrain Editor to create our previously laid out symmetrical 4
corner-bases square map. Unity’s Terrain System has a lot of predefined tools and
brushes for terrain texturing and modelling. We created a height map to define the
basic structure with the four hills to separate the player bases.
Unity’s ProBuilder is an integrated Tool that makes it possible to create simple
models directly inside the world editor. We used this to create the structure on the
map like the bases and the central pedestal for the slenderman.

Implementation challenges:
We faced some issues with the terrain data and our version controls. Terrain meshes
and textures were not correctly tracked, which we were able to fix by using Git Large
File Storage (LFS).

User Interface
We targeted for a working functional UI that makes it possible to interact with our
game and focus solely on gameplay implementation at first. This also gives us the
possibility to see what works and what doesn’t in relation to the UI. Later on we will
refine and improve the in game UI. Basic UI and menu styles are chosen to resonate
with our “Arena of Shadows” game theme.
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Implementation challenges:
Making the UI responsive in relation to different screen sizes was a challenge at first.
Especially because our UI is still very much open to change and revision depending
on the experience we will make later on.

Character Controller
Character controller consists of 2 parts: Joystick controller for mobile devices,
Keyboard controller for PCs. We have decided to provide both options with the
purpose of testing our product quickly by building and playing it on a working
machine.
We have also implemented targeting in our system, so heroes will be able to focus
on targets for an auto attack.

Implementation challenges:
Making targeting as specific and narrow as we can, so we will not consider targeting
the whole map, which would be extremely inefficient, but consider only characters
and minions approximately at attack range.

Multiplayer framework
The multiplayer framework is the backbone of our game, and therefore must be a
robust and versatile framework that can support the many different mechanics we
wish to implement in our game. The option of using a custom game server was
considered, but was later dropped considering we would then have to not only build
our game, but also build a game server in parallel, effectively doubling the workload.
Instead, we decided to use an approach where one client acts as the master client,
effectively becoming a client and server simultaneously. Since we wish to avoid
reinventing the wheel from scratch, the decision was made to use the photon 2
framework as a tool for our multiplayer component. This allows us to focus on the
actual implementation of our game, and delegate issues such as finding other
players. Another issue this alleviates is network security issues, since p2p based
networks are often a hassle for the user, which our game effectively operates on.
Photon eliminates this by providing matching servers through which a p2p network is
simulated through.

Fog of War
Fog of War is a crucial gameplay element in many MOBAs. The map with all objects
and characters is hidden under a thick layer of fog that makes it impossible to pick
up information outside of one’s own visibility radius. Only in the immediate vicinity of
the one’s character as well as one’s minions is a player able to see clearly without
the fog blocking his vision. This creates a tactical element because the player is
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withheld information without actively seeking for it. To realise this effect we are using
a shader-based approach that actively tracks the player’s character to match the
cone of vision.

Picture showcasing the different fog of war effects:
● Blue area: transition from semi-fog (explored) to fog terrain (unexplored)
● Red area: semi-fog (explored) terrain
● Pink area: no-fog (occupied by the player’s hero) terrain

What is implemented:
We implemented the fog of war in the following way:

● The unexplored terrain is obscured with darkness except the player’s base,
hero and minions.

● When the player’s hero or minions move around, the terrain starts being
revealed around that unit.

● The explored terrain that isn’t occupied by the player’s hero or minions will still
be revealed (although slightly shaded darker).

What we still have to implement:
These are the things we will work on next for the fog of war:
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● Enemy units will not be revealed no matter whether they’re in explored or
unexplored terrain except if the player or their minion walk into the area where
the enemies are located.

Implementation challenges:
The biggest challenge was to figure out how to communicate the visibility information
to a shader that would decide what to render depending on if an area is in fog
(unexplored terrain), in semi-fog (explored terrain), or in no-fog (occupied terrain).

The solution was to render the visibility information into two textures which are then
used to shade the terrain. The visibility information consists of the different
areas-of-sight. An area of sight is the area directly surrounding a unit. These areas
were generated using circular visibility meshes which in turn will be rendered to two
different textures. The main camera does not render the meshes.

Using two cameras, the visibility meshes are rendered to two different textures, one
for the fog and one for the semi-fog areas.These two textures are then projected
onto the terrain.

Then, using a shader - for the fog texture - the areas that do not have the visibility
meshes on them will be covered in a dark fog, and the areas where the visibility
meshes are will be ignored. In other words, this texture keeps track of the history of
where the visibility meshes were rendered so that no fog appears there.

Using the same shader - for the semi-fog texture - the areas that do not have the
visibility meshes on them will be covered in a semi-fog, and the areas where the
visibility meshes are will be ignored. In other words, this texture does not keep track
of the history of where the visibility meshes were rendered but rather only renders
the visibility meshes as they are right now.

Finally, to have a smooth transition between fog and semi-fog, a script is used to
blend the two textures by calculating a value that is passed to the shader to perform
interpolation.

Design Revisions

We did not make any changes to the design of our game so far.
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